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Step 1 

Determine whether you have a Single Source of Truth (SSoT) 

 

 

 
AVAILABILITY 

 
As an organization, we have identified one central place where 
information and resources are stored TRUE  /  FALSE 

CONSISTENCY 

 

All of our internal communication content can be found in one central 
place 

 
TRUE  /  FALSE 

ACCESSIBILITY 

 

That central place has been clearly identified and is made available to all 
employees that need it 

 
TRUE  /  FALSE 

TRUST 
 

Employees trust that when they access that designated space, they will 
find up-to-date and accurate versions of documents 

 
TRUE  /  FALSE 

GOVERNANCE 
We have processes in place to ensure that all new content is added to 
that space and that old or inaccurate content is removed or archived 

 
TRUE  /  FALSE 

 

 

If you could not confidently answer TRUE to all of the above statements, continue to step two. If you could, skip to 

step three. Use both checklists as a guide for creating and maintaining a powerful tool for internal communication. 
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Step two 

Establishing an SSoT 

 

 

 

AVAILABILITY 

Work with your leadership team to ensure you have buy-in for the establishment of an SSoT 
This includes identifying an invested executive sponsor and securing budget, if needed 

 

Choose a tool or channel that makes sense for your organization’s structure and/or culture 
i.e. An intranet is a common choice for larger organizations, but for a small start-up, collaboration software or a shared drive 

might be a more suitable solution 

 

Consider how you will use your other/existing channels to promote the new SSoT, foster behavioral change and 
support ongoing adoption 
Treat this as a change management campaign and be sure to address common barriers to change (fear/uncertainty, ingrained 
habits, culture, etc.) 

 

 

CONSISTENCY 

Designate an owner who will be ultimately responsible for the updating and upkeeping of the content of your SSoT 
This person should generally be, or be adjacent to, the person responsible for internal communication within the organization – 
not someone simply responsible for the technical side of setting up and updating the software, but someone who can be 
ultimately responsible for the accuracy and consistency of the content 
 

Outline a content plan to ensure that information highlighted in your chosen channel stays fresh to encourage 
ongoing adoption and usage of your SSoT  
Make sure you give people reasons to regularly check back in. Employees’ first experience with your SSoT should make them 
want to keep coming back, which is why it’s important to iron out as many kinks as possible before roll-out 

 

 

ACCESSIBILITY 

Ensure that all employees are introduced to and familiarized with your SSoT when it is established 
This should be supported by an educational onboarding and adoption campaign to help employees understand the benefits of 
engaging with your SSoT. This will help build a foundation of trust in the reliability of that information source 
 

 

 

Limit technological hurdles to access – an SSoT should be easily accessed by all employees 
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If you have large groups of employees that don’t have access to traditional channels (ie. Employees who are remote/mobile 

without equipment or a reliable connection), consider this when choosing your source, and consider how you can mitigate the 

issue 
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Step three 
Maintaining an SSoT 

 

 

CONSISTENCY 

Ensure that all new information or communication, regardless of whether it is distributed elsewhere, is added to 
your SSoT 
Messaging or content that exists on other channels should not solely exist outside of the SSoT 

 

Reinforce the purpose of your SSoT as the last word on important information within the organization 
Use other communications content to direct back to the SSoT, have regular recurring content, and make sure that frequently 

needed/accessed information is easily available and up-to-date 

 

Include different types and formats of content to appeal to different interests throughout your workforce 
For example: come for the HR Policy, stay for the community giving campaign! Having a diverse content plan will help ensure 

that your SSoT is consistently updated and reviewed 

 

 

TRUST 

Remove or archive old information on an ongoing basis, and review at regular intervals to catch anything that may 
have been missed. 
To build trust that content on an SSoT is actually the truth, the accuracy of the information needs to be 

 

Create opportunities for employee feedback and contribution within your SSoT 
Creating opportunities for employees to be heard, and feel that their contributions are valued, creates a foundation of respect 

that breeds trust between them and the organization. An SSoT provides a central place to start 

 

 

 

GOVERNANCE 

Limit the number of people who can edit and/or add content 
Controlling who can change the content that appears on your source is the baseline for governance, and governance is what 

underpins all of the other aspects that define an SSoT. Be thoughtful about who has the technical ability to make updates, and 

will be able to support the purpose of the channel 

 

Designate content owners who are tasked with providing certain types of information or updating certain 
sections/channels/etc (depending on what format you’ve chosen) 
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Depending on what tool or channel you decide to use, you may be able to grant the ability to add/edit content to certain areas 

of your SSoT. Regardless, putting a workflow in place with defined timelines or triggers for updates/reviews will help distribute 

the work of maintaining the integrity of your source 

 

Clearly identify content that does not need to live on your SSoT 
This could include working documents, certain types of social or personal content 

 


